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Sections Still Open
In General Ed Classes

No. 2

Only Dream?

College Trustees View Boost
In Out-of-State Tuition

Out -of-slate students may have over $500 or year and resident
ra.tting into that general education class during to pay up to $1050 to attend Cali- students pay
riser $90.
uon? If s0. pro may find that there is space in another fornia State Colleges.
revi
Sutherland pointed out that it
,:;inning the following list of general education classes
At the recent meeting of the costs the state $1050 to instruct
state college trustees in San Fran- each student per year.
that ito ma Net tilled.
also
has
lists
of
more
department
specialized
classes and cisco, San Diego board member
Each
The matter was given over to
Allen Sutherland proposed the John Richardson. vice chancellor
infra illation 00 getting into any open class.
increase to force out-of-state in charge of finance, for investi12:30, 1:30, 2:30 TTh
&sines 32 -Intro. to American Business
8:30 Ist; 9:30, 1: 03:2
8:30W;
student, to "pay their own way." gation. lie will report at the Oct Librarianship 1 -Use of Books & Libraries
1030, 1:30 Th; 9:30, 11:30 F
lie also proposed some increase otter meeting of the trustees.
7,30, 10:30, 11:30, 1:30 MWF;
Anthropology 1 -Intro. to Anthropology
in resident tuition.
8:00, 11:00, 12:30, 2:00 1Th
The increase in tuition, if ac
Presently,
7:00 p.m. TTh
non-residents PRY cepted, would help carry the load
Anthropology I -Intro. to Anthropology
9:30 TTit
Art ItNA-The Art of Asia
of Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke’s
1:30 MWF
Drama 65-Intro. to Creative Dramatics
proposed 1964-65 budget of $121
7:30, 8:30, 9:30, 10:30, 11:30, 12:30,
Economics IA-Principles of Economics
:111 ’an.
1:30 MWF: 8:00, 9:30 TTh
7:00 p.m. MT
Economics IA-Principles of Economics
Err. Dumke’s tentative budget
Economics
of
2:30
MWF
11-Principles
Economics
marks an increase of $17.7 million
7:00 p.m. M
Economics Hi-Principles of Economics
over the current budget.
8:30 MWF
English IA -Composition
The Chancellor pointed out that
10:30, 2:30 MWF; 12:00 TTh
English 11 -Composition
2:30 MWF
English 3A -Composition
$S.5 million of the increase is for
1:30 MWF; 8:30, 10:30, 12:00 TTli
English 50A -European Literature
. enrollment growth on the 17 camp9:30, 10:30, 11:30, 12:00, 1:10 MWF;
English 56A -English Literature
uses. $2.5 million for salary in’
11:30, 9:30, 10:30, 12:30 TTIs
SJS registration is already at cr.,
8:30 MWF
$1 7 million for new liEnglah 561-English Literature
lts highest mark, and there’s more
12:30 MWF; 11:30 TTh
fqlmlr 18-Intro, to Shakespeare
7:00 p.m. Th
to come.
Ereih 78-Intro. to Shakespeare
9:30, 12:30 III,.
Engl sh 1445-British Novel
Late registration began at noon
8:30, 9:30, 12:30 MWF; 1:10 1:30 TTh
English 168A-Arnerican Literature
yesterday and will end Sept. 25.
8:30 MWF
English ’kW-American Literature
Some 19,099 students had signed
11:30 MWF
English I71 -Eminent Lives
11:30, 1:30 MWF
up for classes by 7 p.m. Friday.
Geography tA-Hoonan Geography
7:00 p.m. W
Geography IA-Human Geography
A total of 17.975 full and part8:30 MWF; 9:30 TTio
Geography 18-Physical Geography
time students had registered by
7:00 p.m. T
Geography 11-Physical Geography
noon Friday, and 1,124 signed up
With a sellout of parking per8:30, 11:30 MWF; 11:00, 12:30 TTh
History 4A -European Civilization
7:00 p.m. W
between 4 and 7 that evening.
History 4A-European Civilization
! mits for the fall sentster, San
12:30 MWF
History 8A-Americas to 1815
The final figure for last fall’s Jose State’s Seventh Street park9:30, 11:30, 1;10 MWF
History 90A -History of Asia
registration was 17,357.
ing garage ran into an early traf12:30 MWF
I49A-History of Russia
SJS officials had predicted that fic jam Monday, hut the addition
12:30 TTh
HO 162 A-Mer. & Caribbean Nations
about 1RIXX) would enroll, but this of extra help is expected to clear
Humanities IA-Background of West.
10:30, 1:30 Daily
Culture & Society
figure toppled when more than !up the problem.
Humanities 103A-AsianNorth African
19,000 pushed and shrived their
Francis V. McMahon, manager
8:30 MWF
C illizations
way through registration lines of the San Jose’ State Business
7:30, 8:30. 9:30, 10:30, 11:30, 12:30,
10A -Intro. to Music Literature
it30 MW; 7:30, 1:30, 9,30, 10:30,
Thursday and Friday.
lOffice. announced that the addi11:30, 12:30 TTh
I lion of six parking attendants in
Note: All Mosic 10A Demonstration and Lab sections are open.
the garage eased traffic problems
Music o08-Intro. to Music Literature
10:30 MWF
yesterday morning.
11:30 TTh
Music 118A-Su,ey of Music Literature
Reports indicate that a jam oe7:00 p.m. M
Music 1188-Survey of Music Literature
"lasventier Hill Mob" with eurred on the opening day of
i 74-Correlations of the Arts
1:30 MWF
Philosophy 50-Intro. to Philosophy
7:00 p.m. W
Alec fittinnetos and Stanley Hol- classes when students packed the
57 -Basic Logic
1:30 MWF; 11:00 7Th
loway will be the first of Fridas llot between 8 and 0a.:0 a.m.
ht
. hi -History of Modern
Flicks in imenntilemned TI155
McMahon stated that althraigh
Philosophy
9:30 MWF
Friday night at 7 and 13:30.
’there were some 200 10,
104 -Philosophies of India
10:30 MWF
’.104-Philosophies of India
7-00 p.m. T
Admis%ion, open tat the public,
t I 106-Basic Aesthetics
8:00 TTh
has been raised to 35 cents due
Philsophy 111-Epistemoloy-Metaphysics
10:30 MWF
to the smaller catiaelts of the
Philos, r
19th Century
151Selected
Ps
room.
11:00 TTh
h. 153-Arneicen Philosophy
9:30 TTh
The feature %still tw ar1.0111Ph - - ’54-Ethic5l Theory
11,30 MWF
panied by a short.
Pt
e 152-Modein Logic
10 30 MWF
58-Philosophy of Language
1:30 MWF
hh
160-Philos. & Personal Values 7:30 MWF; 9:30 8Th
160-PhilOS. & Personal Values 7,00 P
14
Pe
:,cience IA -American Govt.
9,30, 330 MWF; 3:30 ?Tin;
In an ittort to
current
7 p.m. MTW
growing pa it:e. S.TS to:osmium
s 5 -General Psychology
Tilt
3:30 MWF; 2:00
time enrollment will be hew,
5-General Psychology
7:00 pm. T; 7:00 p.m. W
to 15,000 students starling in 1. 01
Psy55-General Psychology
2:00 TTh
Psycho,ogy SS-General Psychology
1964
7:00 p.m. Tit
Pirt
5E1 -Aspects of Psychology
9:30 MWF; 2:00 ’7Th
This was decided by the eiln..
’’-Business PSyChlOgy
11:30 MWF
Ilona] poil(. committee of 11,i
12-ChIld Psychology
8:00 TTh
State College Board of ’re,.
--Child Psychology
7:00 eom M
Abnormal Psychology
luring their Sept, .1
fly United Press International
2:00 1Th
Abnormal Psychology
T
p.m.
7:00
Pellicle shifted their patriiis fri iti mg at San Francise0 I -Consoling & Guidance
7:00 p.m. T
’rhe erimmittee attl"Ihe darkened streets of Birming
W
Counseling & Guidance 7:00
.. ,
ham bard he school grounds yester..,c11,0- Glenn S.
Mental Hygiene
12:30 MWF, 800 71h
, s
t,
Pnosonaloty and
rEsY and Negro leaders made plans tia re,, spirt( fealty
Fl,t,lems of Children
7.00 p.m. Rh
for It march on the Alabama Cain- lower division transfer stialents
mr
-F,Iucaiion41 Psychology
130 MWF
Thri quota will limit the numtot in /Montgomery.
oi
.5n -Elementary Statistics
4:10 MW
Outrage of the Negro commun- her of nese (Irishmen to 2.860 and
ha,
.
t’e to Sociology
11:30 MWF
Sot
;
oo. to Sociology
7:00 p.m. M
ity of Ilirmingham’s latest racial freshman -sophomore I i.anslers too
1c4 o’cgy ISA-Social Problems
8:30. 9:30 MWF: 8 00 I! 00 TTIn
bombing manifested itself in stun Sociology 154
’1-5, al Problems
7:30 MWF; 8:00, 9.30. 12 30 7Th
Similar lower disision limits will
mg attacks on white motorists
Biology 204
B:ology (Lac.)
2:30 TTIn
Biology 22:5s.
’1180 he IlitPlled at San Francisco
Biology (Lab.)
10:30 T
I
See editorial comment on the ,State.
Chemistry (Lee.)
11:30 MWF
bine on parte 2, I According to Dr thlmke en.
tee the Chernisty Dept. for Iroborateig openings for the follosning:
! Eliminations 1
C.tm IA -General Chemistry (ice.)
.11
lumutli
’
7:30 10:30 12:30, 2:10 MWF
em. IA -General Chemistry (Loc.)
and other acts of vandalism Mon- I 1,1-111111esi toil7:30, 9:30. 1:30 MWF
.
I 171Chen 113 -General Chemistry (Lec.)
130 MWF
day night,
II ImI’i:uls,
Chem. 30A -hobo Chemistry (Lee.)
7:30, 8:30, 12:30, 2:30 ’7Th
Hurl Reeks
Chem 101 -Intro. Chemistry
11:30 7Th
(Lee.)
white
fhiring one such incident a
’tanetel Geology (LeC.)
12:30 TTh
r,,.1 Geology (Lab.)
motorist fired a pistol three times
7:10 MW
/
t0 Geology (Loci
7:00 p.m. M
into a group of about 20 Negroes
c4
M.n. Deposits (i.e.)
12:30 MWF
who had tainited anti hurled rocks
Ggn
Piso Is & Min. of Calif. (Lee.)
MW
1:30
Goe,1
I him. ()liver Wilhards,
16, was Will
Pock & Min. of Calif. (Loc)
7,00 p.m. T
ir -0,4noeraphy (inc.)
slightly
wounded
7.00
1st,
W
hoH
8:30 MW: 8:30 8Th
The Rev Martin Luther King
11H
1’.
7:00 pie. 14
Jr., acknowledged leader of the ,IlatIr114
tlE t ... t
1030 TTit
8:30,
movement,
integration
7;
southern
’y Relationships
.
small c.li9:30, 11:30 TTIs; 4:30W
hisO I
joined other leader: at a mass eampus area
Pule
1:30 1
hlTh 5
Doily
in
urging
the
night
Monday
3:30
rally
In a bulletin released through
Vs’Ii 7 -eediate
Algebra
3.30 MWF
Negro community to channel its the Dean ef Students! office, the’
onsofry
3:30 MWF
into
bitterness
a
and
frustration
P e Mathematics
San Jose itidiet. department stilted
2:30 MWF
to College Math.
grim determination to win civil it has changed it pre\ artists - tol1:10 MWThF
non-violence
Geometry & Intro.
and
thosigh
rights
erant" policy reitardine small Al. 1 10 MTWT11
the ballot box.
hide, parked All end /ones reil
’ u WO 1
1:30 MWF
Crowd Approve’s
II
zones and hetween parked ears. ,
$ 30 MWF
deafen.
greeted
with
The crowd
Mathrna1a 1
10.30 Tit,
The ittitavincentent said the
’
nf
11.30 TTio
ing approval the proposal to march refiStin tor the polio ehatige was
7:30 MY/3
on Montgomery to take a black that Iliese Illegally parked veend
10:30 MWF: 10.30 fIlt
wreath and protest petitions to hicles create problems for fullWeether and Climate
7:00 p.m. MW’1:00
keno IA- &nit Photography (Let.)
p".
Gov. George Wallace. Rot Negro sized ears entering or leOlVing
7:30, 12:30 MW
4’A0I 15---Bati5 Photography (lab.)
7:30, 10:301: 1:30 W; 7:30,
leaders saki later that plans for parking spares
1:30 Th; 7:308
such a match were not erimplete.
The statenient also noted that
1B-Intoirmediate Plootog. (Loci
9:30 ’7Th
The plight of the Birmingham two eompact eats: should not liark
ift-intemedite Photog. (Lehi
10:30 1
Negme, sparked sympathy dem’_CAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
in one splice
onstrations in Roston and Wash2n3A-,Reginnin,g, Stet:ring
8:30, 10:30 MW: 11,30 rTh
The department 1,0 Id ivirkIng
Negroes
protesting
and
ington.
insets en
11:30 MW
sprier.% sr/Petrie:illy for motorey.
,r U-Beg,nnIng Gymnestics
etistoms
were
arrested
segreention
1111
9,30
’t 613-intermerliate
glee and scooters will be provided
ripen/Hiles
1030 MW
in Florida, South Candinn and Alabombs.
((’ontinued on Pea 8)
4(ennead on Pane 5)

Registration
To Continue
Increasing

Dumke, SJS Unit
To Meet on Union

brary eqiiipment. and $2
for improvements.
Other brawl :Action included
reappointmer
of Joseph It. f
ner and A I!
V 1 ot.rtlall
tapard
!I the ,plo,.1
IS, 511.1,N
I:? Burke and
!
f3ruce
:is new memGlenn S Inanke. California sta,
hers
’,liege chancellor
approposed s,ls;
prosal
*mon
Ii,’ 1.1.1 11.st ti
:110 of reckoning
Anil the
is
pick up tickets for Sat tirdas ’5 near
Stanford Kallte at the st oodont
111,101.:e and i del. -anon from
.St fairs Rusities
It I, spar SS III
lagIrVioiel
tan Bookstore and cafeteria.
1,11saler !lie
kids are $I with presPri,v1,111 John T Wahl.
ent:o t
regist ration en %elope. Larti student Mast pre- nuist, will head the group from
SulS.
,. lit his own enselope.
Accompanyir
Pro-, N,Vt,hiqui.t
- will he Stese Larson, 5.15 student
president.
If Durnkr gaves the go-ahead.
-1.15 students will go to the polls
aptmis I’ the ltilein anal :weer, to
1,se,ti thernsekes ci marlfialory fee

Stanford Tickets

.
parking Permits Sell Out.
Extra Help Eases Car Jam

Two Flick Times

Negroes Plan
New March
In Alabama

State Board Sets
SJS Enrollment
At 15,000 By ’64

mortei,
ti
considerably le
dile to
addition of
tendants
’Flo. parking garage le
has issued a sellout 2P00 pet a
1.800 to students and 200 to
ployes.
Some 200 spaces :ire made available to non-permit holders,
The SJS business manager individed that the parking plait).
km climes from trying to get a
large number of cars into the
!garage in it short period of time.
, "The oirking pr,itilerri." said
Me1dahon. "occurs inside the park !II: hit
.111,,;;
erffiela1 adeleel th711
,,re ;11, I.,1/ ground kits for ern. :-ve parking phis the 200 in the
Street garage.
The 2,000 rapacity sellout surpasses last semester’s permit sale
’if 1,587
.
Applications

B.A.

Fee Turn-Ins
Due Sept. 23

I. pay fuur con.struction and operating costs.
The eleetion may be in Liecemtier. according to Larson.
If the chancellor’s action is favorable. "we will be able to have a
general election in Decemtwr."
Larson told Spartan Daily yesterday.
-Financially we’re ready for the
,11111/11," he continued. "and we’re
fsrepared to tell them that vse’rer
ready to hold an election."
Two-thirds of those 5otin2 in
the election must give their approval if the special issue r
pa,
ta SJS radeErirlay 111
,I ,1111,1.141 chairman .’’’’ego’ union islannins;
li,tiert Martin, ass’s,: students; and Glen
,:-insen, business manager.
. Board of Trustees made a
ep toward a union in 1961
;cased a campus site to

;ria.sently the parking
ea behind the cafeteria, bounded
,v Ninth Street and the industrial
1.._,1,0.11
art: arld art buildings.
and packet: t .rnist in at the nosy,.
5.15 students have been interl’hysleal Education and If...ere:woo ested in ii ifl1 in for three decades.
1"1,1m1-.! !!!’"rnntt M"".ttlY Sept ’rho’ current linion building con8 :urn
p.m and 5-R pm.
tains ’he -1,,elelIt 1.1",ernment ofraitts 1. 2 : and II. Korean .
Veteran Study List Card, and all
ish"uhri
turrir+1 in
Set
hf.fr.i.e
p
.25
Those students wtv ’whirl) :reef
TM:1,Mo nights
registration mat err. p
day S’,,pt 2",
,hy. Seto
I Three pressing items including
A I. f 1:1-11-111 1isi ’if $7i SS ill VeirresigineIenee on the
proposed
tie rhargeol
!hos,. stiidents who
College Union :ire set for itsturn in registration material: alter co.:skin this afternoon when the
tout ,ztorloni Connell
11:11
WP(Int’"’1"Y Sell,
is called to order
,it 1,. thlwe .tlyt..nt, er,141,teelnif . .
mm
Thursday night,
Associated Student Roily Presiet ilden1 h 11,i1 misaltla the !het: - dent
Steve Larson will offer the
! .t nut;’r
at selpst.h. will I’’’’’V a $5 main comment run the corresponhi eInc el r
tc’T’’
the council has re’Irs"’ donee vi hich
Sept 26
e‘01Spyl from the chancellors staff.
Mrs Lenore Luedemann. of the
ltmistrar s office. suggests in fa- h,Th,lee;ir,re,,"autlemnt"r;t3:71:1psios.72n,,c.av,i,lhedo
edit:ding faster registration that
esplainisl that the council cannot
.thrlents .,lioss a sttaient ftorh Tard .
am! the ,,,,,,,,,,t
signed in ink hose ;ill eard, filled ,,,o, ,,f. ,,,,,,,,,,
out Incl.:ding bark of (*.it’d No
,
0:h.:onto
’al ihat IV., "ther 1. clas, ra1,1 lor
’I, and h’.’
suet:
Iii,’ ehile’ 1,,, Fre,bnian rep,I I
stints
Ancludin2
tinustd
I
Page X)
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In Early Session
To Discuss Union
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Small Vehicles
Be Tagged

111181111ww-__

GET THE POINT? Dick Harris, head yell
leader, and Dec Hill, head song girl, illustrate
a very simple pointstudents are asked to wear
white at the Stanford game Saturday. A special
section of the SJS roofing section has been

reserved for card stunts and only white -clad
students will be admitted. Rally Committee
meets today and a rally is planned for Friday
afternoon. See complete story on page 11.
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Thrust and Parry

Who’s To Help?
hour Negro girl’,
of I
st an obi enough) even
to understand What Min behind the -trife her people were
insiii ’ii ill. Were killed to a }tomb ,iinilas as they worehipped
I hat
ilas iii 111.11 ..i111. t,iall, INir oilier Negro,.
were etiot JIIII killed ae the Birmingham. Ala., racial etroggle
reached niglillisare.h proportion.. l’ ire.. base niseteriosiels
broken eon in Negro ....Atoll. ot Iii, armed city. l’atrol care
are eon -hook IN111,1 Nut
rock. J. tb’s patrol the eity’s
.Oreete.
inasor. 11srt
Biiiitwell, a man who has
quiet’s kept trim, taking any- kind lit J .1J111.1 i,ui Illn
iroultle-. -aid he wa- -hocked.
1.os. George
Ade, -ent -tate trooper- to dm town, the
fir-I noise lie ha- taken set to aid the Negroes.
The entire
Itirminghatit
bee ttttt ing a ’lead!)
In II. and user
111. ans potter to ii,, ansIhuihig
altoot
the -itilatiilli to111i11111.. to
it Will go
li like .1 bild
long aware that equal opportunity
can r
old,. iliir
. has taken
hut us’uiiaIl tasorwait-aiiiheee attitude,
allace prob_
alds would pot J. .o1/11 NiVfor, bratell
n11111Mi.
N favor
h.i.
kept ’jilt of the news,
most
hy etraddling the fence.
;.iia here are the N..groe- of Birmingham. now faced with
morder at alniiiet all% torn. to turn? 5% hi. will help?
the people of Iiirminuliam? Apparentls not. The .tate
iii
islateania! No rhattee. Ike otil alternatise then, wenn- to
I..’ Fr tttt
If the federal goner
let fail, to aiwiA
’sir soothers’ brother.. then the rms., ma!, he liot, and tar
i
res.rite "or Hill
!sotto
race-.
.tate.. right.. ion in a.ri.1 it a -tat."- rigid.
that caileed ale
:ir?
.1. A.

Paraplegic War Vet
Flies Own Plane
RIVERSIDE. Calif(UPI
The walking da;.s of Russell W.
Ileriford were cut off by Ger-

s . Mid -keels
flan - Wedgms
We leve your s.ze
AAAAA to B
82 to 12
$995 to $2495

r

JOt

charge accounts
Open Thurs. "ttl 9

ANTONIO
tawnw** 14.

SAN

CT2-309.

man machine gun bullets during
World War II but that hasn’t
stopped the 36-year-old veteran
from fly ing his own plane
throughout the country helping
other paraplegics and serving as
a church evangelist.
Heriford began taking flying
lessons in Memphis, Tenn., in
1946 and got his commercial license in 1951. Recently he was
able to buy his own plane.
Charles Bray, vice president
and general manager of Riverside Air Service, said he was
worried about selling Hertford
the plane.
But a special hand rudder
control was installed so Heriford could operate the rudder
controls without his feet and he
was ready to take off.
The StandAlone Therapeutic
Aid required the removal of the
TriPacer’s rear seat, still leaving the front seats for Hertford
and his wife Kittie.
"The world is not too big a
place for a paraplegic," Heti1,1d said.

tkilteer:
A letter by Dr. R. C. Lee is
printed in "Thrust and Parry"
for Nlay 28, 1963. Since this was
the last issue of Spartan Daily
for that semester, there could be
no letter% of reply until this
semester. I have read all copies
of the Campus Voice, but have
never worked on one so far, and
thus feel reasonably qualified to
answer, yet not especially biased.
Dr. Lee was replying to a letter in which Professor Birns,
formerly of San Jose State, had
spoken favorably of the Campus
Voice, a magazine, newspaper
published independently by San
Jose State students. Dr. Lee
made two charges: That the
Campus Voice is a "hate" publication, and that it contains
indecent language.
The Campus Voice does have
much "angry young man" social
criticism, somewhat as in Philip
Wylie". book, Generation of Vip-

ALso in 1951, because of her
own economic recovery, Portugal
refused further U.S. Marshall
Plan aid and has gone on her
own ever since.
It came as a shock then in
1962 when the United States
joined the Afro-Asian countries
in demanding that Portugal give
up her grip on Angola, her largest and most prosperous province
in Africa, and permit self-determinat ion.
Portuguese officials freely admit that Portugal’s current refusal to sign a new agreement
on the Azores base springs from
US. and Portuguese differences
over Africa.
And Portuguese-U.S. relations
plunged to a new low in August
when Premier Antonio de Oliveira Salazar accused both the
United States and Russia of
pressing African liberation for
their own individual advantage
in control of African markets.
In the United Nations:Tatazar charged. self-determination

had lx-come synonymous with
independence regardless of a
people’s ability to rule themselves.
And in Lisbon there is a conviction that if independence were
to come now to Angola, it would
fly into tribal pieces with the
whole rich area up for grabs.
The winds of change blow
slowly over Portugal and change
also has been slow to come to its
overseas provinces in Africa.
It is a source of pride to
Portugal that on the bloody
"night of the long knives" on
March 15, 1961, black African
troops turned back the first
wave of terrorism that saw the
butchering of Europeans in settlements of northern Angola
near the border with the Congo.
It was the start of the Angolan revolt which focused world
attention on Portuguese overseas
territories.
There are hints that forthcoming months may see a referendum to prove that Africans in
the overseas territories prefer to
remain Portuguese. Meanwhile.
both for the Afro-Asians and the
United States, it is hands off
Portuguese Africa.

KSJS LOG

They’re Still Coming!

ea n.

College newspapers have lost one of their chief sources of ail
Income now that the cigarette industry’s Big Six have pulled all
advertising off the college press.
While cigarette ads in the Spartan Daily amounted to :miff.,
mately 9 per cent of the total revenue, the ads in most mile .
papers ranged in the vicinity of 40 to 50 per cent, according I., .
Kiplinger Magazine.
The cigarette companies acted none too soon. Campaies,
promotions against tobacco ads have become vigorous and
tier of colleges were in the pnicess of barring them.
So, upward of $5 million annually in cigarette arRiii.
revenue has been lost because some people objeeted
appealing themes and a huge student market. Who will -hale
meet the deficit?
Yes, someone huffed and puffed and in the end ii
blow.
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Portugal-U.S. Relations
Fall in Africa Dispute
By. 1.1111. NEWsOat
UPI Foreign News Analyst
LISBON, Portugal
In Portugal’s
marbled
parliament
building
which began as an
18th Century convent - a high
government sighed with regret.
"Differences between governments are always unfortunate,"
he said. "But when they come
between friends they are especially painful."
For in Portugal there is both
a regret and a deep resentment
over what the Portuguese regard
as United States’ abandonment
of a friend and ally in NATO
and a misunderstanding of Portugal’s determination to retain
its overseas territories in Africa.
Portugal, traditionally aloof
from European commitments,
joined NATO in 1949 and announced it did so only because
of U.S. participation.
In 1951, Portugal signed a
common defense pact with the
United States and gave the U.S.
free use of an airfield on Santa
Maria Island in thc Apires.

tainted in the Campus V,..
and many topics discussed no,,
are not IIIMIJSMII iti Spaitio
I tally.
Aceording to the Nleai
(’reed, -To defend truth, Ali
ever it may reside This is 1..
loyalty of a Spartan." Perii.ii,
that is over-kleali.tie. Pan I1.
tieVP that the II Iilili’
es the
Campus Voice
t11,11,
pression id at

ers, and the writings of Thor stein Vehlen. But this is not the
same thing as a "hate" publication, which implies a narrow intolerance, such as inter -racial
hat red.
Dr. Lee’S complaint about "indecent exposure of thinking and
language" is true enough, but I
don’t believe that this applies to
the first five issues, some of
which were banned from faculty
mall -boxes by three department
Resole-,
beads at San Jose
nobody agrees with eserytha.

Student Criticizes
Suppression of ’Voice’
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California

FOLK MUSIC
10 P.M. to 2 A.M.
upcoming campus
activities heard
nightly
1.1

98c
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Large Slicing
& Salad Size

2

Lbs $1

Lbs.

25

KING BEE SUPER

We
Pleniy of Parking

Gives Thrifty Grm Stamps
10th & KePs

Programs Committee
Announces Schedule
(Air-unlit tee
Spartan Migrants
the schedule for
has announced
season, which will
its 1963-64

Drama Dept.
Is Seeking
Sleepy Man
villagers,
(lemons,
Wanted:
man.
and one sleepy
various
These are some of the
this
characters sought for in
the SJS
afternoon’s tryouts for
Department of Drama’s Novemof "Rip Van
ber pmduction
Irving.
Winkle" by Washington
Tryouts, from 4:30 to 6 this
averting in College Theater,
to any
Main Stage. are open
regardstudent in the college
affiliation,
less of departmental
accenting to Dr. Paul W. Davee,
associate professor of drama and
director for the coming play.
Scripts may be checked out
on a two-hour reserve basis
harm SD100.
The cast requires seven men
and throe women for principal
roles, two children, many villagers for crowd scenes and
dances, and a group of demons
-probably smaller-than -average
coeds.
Production dates of this Jet!arson version of "Rip Van
’,Iankle" are Nov. 1, 2, and 6-9,
aith matinees Nov. 2,9. Also,
there will he a one-hour version
on
production
for
prepared
NNW. Channel 11, Nov. 16.

bring

renovutual artist,

FOUR FRESHMEN
New Teachers

Speech, Drama Split

to the

campus.
Opening the season on Nov.
1F1 in the Montgomery Theater

With the coming of the fall
semester, San Jose State’s Department of Speech :ii d Drama
ha.,, split into two separate departments, with Alden H. Smith
as head of the fuepartment
Drama and Or. Lawrenee El.

will be the Shanta Rao Indian
Dance Co., touring tinder the
auspices of the Asia Society,
Distinguished Amer-Man pianist and recording artist Eugene
Istomin will he the second attraction in the Spartan Program
Series. On the evening of Jan.
13 in the Civic Auditorium. Pitomin will show why he has gained
such a mentor:11de reputation as
#11 recitalist and guest soloist
throughout the United States
and Europe.
Next in the program of the
series will he the Orchestra San
Pietro of Naples, whieh will perform in Concert Hall Feb. 21.
Within six years his orchestra
has achieved worldwide fame as
one of the finest virtuoso ensembles.
The series will bring Andres
Segovia to the college’s Concert
Hall March 3. As an internationally -renowned. classical guitarist. Segovia has made well remembered appearances in San
Francisco’s War Memorial Opera
House and other such famous
places.
Suzanne
scheduled

Bloch,

lutanist,

to perform

Apra

is
a

featuring Renaissance and Kip,que music. She is the daughter
of

the

late

composer

Recitals by harpist Zabaleto
2,

and

In the Department of Art,
seven new teachers have been
;AIM to the faculty, with Warren W. Fall!: heading the department Five neW instructors
have been announced in the
Department of Miisie. headed by
Dr. Hartley Snyder
New members 01 the art dejairtment are: Jack Benham.
part-time assistant
professor,
who has been an interior designer with a well-known Stun
Francisca, ftrm since 1%0; fain -

THE FOUR FRESHMEN will open their 10.day show Friday at
the Safari Room. Included in the group are Ross Barbour, who
is master of ceremonies, sings third voice and plays drums and
trumpet; Bob Flanigan, who sings top voice and plays trombone
and string bass; Ken Albers, the group’s bass voice and trumpet
and mellophone player; and Bill Comstock, who sings second
voice and plays guitar.

tsill

the Gregg-Smith

Singers April 5 are also ached-

Ill -

pear at East San Jose’s Safari
Roam, Inn() S. White Rd., this
Friday night They will he there
for 10 days with three shows on
Fridays and Saturdays.

uled on the series.

The

vocal
instrumental
acknowledged as the
most diversified in its field,
started in Indianarxilis. Stan
Kenton heard them at the Esquire Lounge in Dayton and was
-o impressed he talked Capitol
Records into giving them it eon tract and the quartet headed
tor Hollywood.
Since the mid -1950’s, the I’

WELCOME
SJS STUDENTS
PRESCRIPTIONS
COSMETICS

Municipal Chorus
Begins Rehearsal
Monday Evening

SUNDRIES
FOUNTAIN
STATIONERY

SUPPLIES

Make this your headquarters for drug store ne,,ds

Nleintarrship att. the San .1
(111.1.11 -
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518 So. 10th St At William
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IN DOWNTOWN
SAN JOSE

SEE US IN OUR NEW LARGER STORE AI

65 West Santa Clara St.
sreet frour,- .
’77

9(
5‘

in perfect fitting,
comfortable

:5’

:R

tIi.’ atatit I , eeity
ind enthusiasm to
a voet ait
work tor a I rushed performance.
Rehearsals are heht weekly on
NIontlay (amanita at the Hester
I

.1./1 Quariet St ill
l’ity Ilolles.le’s
..
’ill; tr,ti Series to11101row night at 8 in the men’s
gym. 2100 Moorpark Ave.
Flirt her information rsincernevent may he
dig forma
ealling City Cal ow:lined I.
1.:xtortsioit 27".
s
I.

LEOTARDS
WOMEN’S and
CHILDREN’S SIZES
for big girls and
little girls,

One Airy cepoice

knit of finest
quality stretch
nylon

scoop NrcKs

111 ROUND NECKS
TURTLE NECKS
v NECKS
SUHEACKS
TIGHTS
ID THEATRICAL MESH
141-ITS, ALSO WITH
OR WITHOUT
COMFORT SOLE
BALLET TIGHTS
SHEER TIGHTS. WITH
OR WITHOUT SEAMS
TRUNKS
DANCE GIRDLES
’.,

*el

Sweeter, & Cashmere
Our Specialty

, r -,

Art Cleaners

MIrf.t)

SAN JOSE

MI E. Santa Clara

PHON

I,lit
1,411 firmly
i
established as leaders. They have
played many night clubs anul
concert halls and almost every
major rollege in the country.
The Freshmen are not limited
to vocalizing. The four of them
can play seven instruments and
this provides their act with unlimited versatility.
Top voice is Bill Flanigan; he
can play tromhone or string
bass; Ross Bat bout- is master of
eerenaktiles, I
(1111111S and
trumpet and ..
third voice;
Kin .\
p ..
trumpet and
mellopitone aoti -Inas bass; Bill
Comstock sings second voice and
plays guitar. Many times the
Freshmen arrange and compose
S4)1111. of the numbers they use.
Being named "Best
Vocal
Group" is hemming Pretty much
:in ;tempted thing for the Freshmen. They have remained at the
tip of the heap in surveys con ii’. .1 by Metronome, Down
I:,
I ’.illh"ard Playbov. arid the

Tickets for this sixth annual
Festival are on sale now in San
Jose at the Ste. Claire Hotel,
CY 5-0888. Admission to the
three
evening
converts
are
$6.50, $5, $4 and $3; the afternoon concerts are $4 and $3.
On Friday. Sept 20, 9 p.m.,
the Festival presents Gerry
Mulligan,
a
baritone
pianist and composer. lie is
known for his ability to freely
cross the hotintlaries on the
various sehoias of jazz and will
he featured throughout the fiveconcert event.

I

,
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prolu-sor

!Ant

Pen
..

State Tana,: a
boldt State I’
Margaret NI .
ststaril tutu a

11,1111.
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SJS Drama
Ticket Sale

ortof

’.1../

grarlivite of I..ong
College Mir) has been an 1’
tor at Santa Anna College
1958: Iaonalul Warrioa,
time assistant and
graduate: and Warren gt.,berg. part -11/1W assist arlt
Id I he Uniu.ors,I.,
Minnesota, who has been :a,
structar at that institution
1961
New a ,!
partment

Ends Friday

ot the Mulsie 11/.
:,1 Atxd, part,r arid proI
vvho
has
I aneiseo Slate
-i
1 r.neisco

time as,.

P.,,bert
Anian

.

graduate
of
. and the
College (
!. of Music
in Cincinnati!.
flits been a
graduate as.sistant at Michigan
State University since 1962;
Harry Bartlett, part-time assistant professor and graduate of
DePaul University, Chicago, who
has been a tympanist with the
Oakland Symphony tind a percussionist with the San Francisco Symphony; Mary Gustavson, part-time leeturer and graduate of the rt,i orHI v

Vb’

ut

pz--

r $6 any student may SI.,
’lays offered at SJS
ol Drama’a 33rd sea
ends
.
Season ticket sale
I
Sept. 20 at 5 p.m at the
College Theater Box Office, 5th
and San Fernando Streets
1

1,

fessional
taught at S

On Satiirday, Sept. 21, 1:30
p.m., Lu Watters, Turk Murphy
and the Yerha Buena Jazz liand
Revisited; Muddy Waters and
his Blues Band; Joe Sullivan
and the Gerald Wilson orcheatra will perform.
John Lewis will present his
"New Music" on Sundav
noon at 1 :10 and
Monk will play his coati..
with the Festival Or’’..
Laurin& Almeida will pan the
jazz quartet and au, ill also appear
in solo concert

I

Tornio, la .aeley, who
rnuaic in Los Altos; Jaa
mann, wisisl ant prolu
graduate of the Nes..
Consersatory of NT .
arid the Yale I
v.ho has tatiarit at Oncr
lin roily..., .11,! I li, I ata.ersityut

The varied program tries to
please everyone’s taste, from the
light gaiety of "Little Mary
Sunshine" to the thought -provoicing "Henry IV. Part 1’
Following is the schedule of
plays to be presented: "Little
Mary Sunshine" by Rick Iiesoyan Oct. 4, 5, 9-12; "Rip Van
Winkle" by Washington !ming
Nov. 1, 2, 6-9; To be Announced -Dec. 6. 7, 11-14; ’Henry
IV, Part I" by William Shakespeare March 6, 7. 11-14. "The
Ghost Sonata" by August Strindberg April 10, 11, 15-18; and
"I,a Perichole" by Jacques Offatianah N’Tta 11 lc 20-2:3

The Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints

OPEN HOUSE
FRIDAY EVENI

§

7:00 P.M.

SEPTEMBER

20TH

INSTITUTE OF RELIGION
Ptul R. Seark

Dirr,c+or

104 at Sac Fernando

2977b00
-0-

NEW SUPPLIES OF
NEW & USED BOOKS
In Today
Get In Early . . .

293 2815

ON CAMPUS
SUPPLY (ENTER FOR
Open
Till 9 P.M.
Tonite

Coats

DISCOUNT WITH ASII CARD

Sa W. Santa Clara St.
’

hold (kr concerts in the
new 7,100-seat arena on the
Monterey Fairgrounds on the
weekend Of Sept. 20-22.

(

Art
Home Economics
Ceramics
Engineering

WE GIVE
BLUE CHIP
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1.-pstiv;.1
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a graduate of the University ot
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a 114 I id,
114.1r 1962;
.1;11110S
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and
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Enquiries re..;..1.111.. ti.etositurshut contlitions :114. 111%111-(1 and
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(
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SJCC Hosts
Jazz Quartet
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Phone 292-5502

Monterey Holds
Jazz Festival
will

Safari Room Presents
Four Freshmen Friday

Ernest

Bloch.
April

Mouat as head of the Department of Speech.

group.

ci

S’s Haiti -11

293.1030

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
’Right on Campus"

autl
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nT ts. n It v

WisInes.lsy qesit 1Q 14(111

S.J. Concert Series
Offers Student Rate

SONG GIRLS

What’s a Hootenanny?
Well, It’s Like This . . .
A Time Magazine a it
three’
years ago told its readers that
"the U.S. is smack in the middle
of a folk -music boom." Now, in
1963, it seems the story was
wrong, for 1960 was only the
beginning
The Hootenanny, a word you
5allE
may not ey lii titid

Fraternity Rush
Dinners Slated
Tonight, Tomorrow
/f114Ilt
appn Alnla
.7./7 Sail
Jose State fraternity rushies a ill
attend the first of two
iiers
held at the fraternity b., of
their choice. Rushees may visit
one house each night. Tomorrow
evening (Thurs.. the second rush
dinner is slated.
An informal reception held last
week in rooms A arid It in the
cafeteria began I h
a eek-long
event. After general orientation
meetings to ’’get acquainted" each
house was open last Saturday and
Sunday to the rushees.
Individual fraternity dances will
be held on Friday and Saturday
and will be the first date function
for fall I .

.
Coneert Sonic
The San J.
offering a special student raie of
56,66) tur season tickets to the
The Nor I. wing five at
titan ’Whorl’ Chia’’, The Romerus,
Rossini’s "The Barber of Seville,"
Jean Casadesus, and Jean -Leon
Isestine and his Haitian Dame

become the a,’
oplilar form
entertainment on
campuses and in communities from
Maine to California. Little dal
The Weavers and the Kingston
Trio realize %%hat they %sere letting
the American public in for. So
far. the American public hasn’t
complained.
I lona I’y

ha,

Company.
Luis a, the brilliant and !manilal.
conductor -arranger, will open the
concert series Oct. 4 at M pm
along with his 33 virtuoso singeis
group has made over twenty
1.1’ albums ranging from (’OW 5 IS’ ballads to show tunes, and
thorn Bach to the Blues.
The second ticket is for the
Romer’s, more familiarly known
as the Royal Family of the Guitar.
Their program on Oct. 16 will
range from classic guitar liter-

The first ’S.S-1
folk musli
radio station reeentls %vitt on
MI’ air iii t ineltinatl. A group
is 11011 11111/11,11illg a "IlootenanW magazine. All Hits led Lou
todtilel) tit the tamed lime liters to thrum tip Ills hands In
amazement
and
prI/elai
sit cat shirts
"WIwn
begin to replace Beet h ti s e n
sueat shirt then I know the
end Is in sight."
But it was groups like the Lime.
liters and the Kingston Trio that
took music known to a select fest
and made it popular with the
masses. Will our society be any
better off because of it? Only
time can tell.
For the afficianados ar the uninitiated the opportunity to participate in a -hoot" is about to
become available. This is akin to
telling a kid in the 1930’s that the
circus is coming to town. An honest -to-sassiness Hootenanny will
be presented in the San Jose Civic
Auditorium on Friday at 830 p.m

N,At

time

111.11.

-tore. pirk
lialfu..illon

at

tip a

carton of

I re -ft I Mg N111,1 ..
it

IL.

perfectli.

II,,o...al

milk

I (Ha

.

I,. ’r of

halfront

400 N. 1st St.

THE 1963-64 SPARKLING SPARTANETTES have
been practicing all week and getting ready for
the San Jose State vs. Stanford game this
Saturday. They are (1.4.) Penny Furtney, Carol

Mauser, Dee Hill, head song girl, Kathy Hamilton and Marcia Pearson. The girls will don gold
and white uniforms.

gal-leitleAcepe
By KAI SIMMS
Society Editor
Lothe time is nearing for the annual event II’ mecomitw
is hen living centers work six weeks day and night pr,paring thio;
float. Students stay up night and day spending haggard hours twisting colorful crepe paper into minute holes in chicken wire.
Mechanisms get bigger, water fountains spray, neon lights
fla.sh and the whole shee-bang costs a lot of cash. As the floats
got bigger and more hours and funds were put into the projects
many students realized: -All this tor a 25-minute parade?" So IF(’
and Panhellenic got together, diseussisl various means of alleiating
the Homecoming parade. Pros arid corm were heard and the situation deadlocked. After the smoke blew over I guess the pros won
out for the sorority-fraternity Boat pairings were announced.

ature to Flamenco.
The third ticket is for "The
Bather of Seville" presented by
the Goldovsky Grand Opera Theater, Boris Goldovsky. director. It
is a company of 50 including orchestra and chorus on Feb. 21.
The last two tickets will enable
one to see renowned pianist Jean
Casadesus on March 3, and JeanLeon Destine and his Haitian dan-

cers on April 18.
The series is presented by San
Jose Music and Arts Foundation
arid sponsored by To Nalon Club
and the Concert Advisory Board.
Grodins of Valley Fair will offer Season tickets are currently on

Grodins Presents
Music Festival

package deal, including transto

portation

and

Gay Nighters
Start Teaching
Folk Dances
W’arit Itt learn Ittlf tte
!mewl’ countries?
Gay Nwhters of ti:.1,
all
sponsoring a 12-v.-eek :..
,laneing session, beginning T
tonight at !louver Junior
School’s gym, corner Park A.,..
and Naglee Street.
NIorie Thush, member of ,,.
Gay Nighters, will intissilic,
steps from foreign countries, with
Viol-cite Butcher arid Ned Gault
instructing.
For those who prefer the more
steps,
complicated
internasliats
Iclassic are available at Ha,"
school at the same hour on
ihay evenings, and an ail...nivel
class is scheduled for every Mot-,
day evening.
Anyone with an intere
color and music appe,1 !.
national ’ilk dancitr:
at the beginners’ (’luts I
dancers May registei
structors.

Th,.

itars- Banjos- IA.**()fl.

the Oakland Audi-

torium.
Performers at the event will be
Day e Brubeek. the Four Freshfilen, and the Bo0hers Four
li
on the Oakland pier. Goodin,
of Valley Fair %ill charter busses
to run from the store to the Oakland Auditorium and furnish :I
hox hunch for the
fi::114rineych.icken

Cutting, sewing and stuffing crepe paper together will
following houses: Alpha Tau Omega and Alpha Omicron Pi: S Phi Epsilon and Phi Mu; Delta Upsilon and Gamma Phi
Sigma Nu and Kappa Delta; Phi Sigma Kappa and Alpha Chi
Omega: Sigma Alpha Mu and Kappa Alpha Theta; Pi Kappa Alpha
and Sigma Kappa: Theta Chi and Alpha Phi; and Sigma Alpha
Epsilon and Delta Gamma.
.
WV HEADS
Pi Kappa Alpha’s Howie Reisl and Dan Carmean from Alpha Tau
riinega will head Interfraternity Council respectively, assuming the
; ales of president anti vice president for the fall semester. Also
,asied into office were Gary Sharp, treasurer Si:cisi Alpha Epsiliiii;
and Dewane Carlstion, also from SAE.

Church Schedules
Open House Friday
fte!ogion
.".
Thp
Latter Da..
pm.
All

L.D.S.

friends

are

Gullet

students
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BENNER MUSIC
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(With Cash Register Receipt)
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14502 Big Basin Way

396 South First

"FOUR DAYS OF NAPLES"
Stud e tits 51.50

"CASTILIAN"

on the staff.
Searle is the direr,.
institute which In.
rs arid r,v’l’pa t 1titiit I !,

WRA Announces
Rec Activities

I -Coming, Soon -

when I
most

Women’: 1’o-el....won Assn,

’al
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its

wdivilies

the

fall

semester

for

’CALIFORNIA

TEMPEST

dollar
pens
are
out
of ink

sin, V

Money Back Guarantee
On All Sales Until Oct. 4

1433 The Alameda

"THE NAKED & THE WICKED"
"MISS BODY BEAUTIFUL"

dancing anu

following.

Institute of Rebel a
ii Fernando Street 1- p
I offers daily and esemn.
religion. Joseph
the part -I line taco Ii;

schedule

Come In Now and Check
Our New Arrivals . . .

T.
TOW N E CY
3060

400 South First St.

to attend

entertainment

!

(BY AIR, FREIGHT, RAIL AND MULE TRAIN)

r- still sponsor al.

open house Friday, Sept. 20 at ’-

c

OPEN
TONITE
TILL 9 P.M.

CIA%

FOLK

aid a box lunch for their First
Annual Music Festival Sept. 29 a!
1!30 p.m. at

She, ilutig

let Sisith 1st
It) 5:30 p.m.
ami
I phone orders are
3-6252.
Iii’,’,

.40,.44.isso,
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from

41,11111.111

FLOAT PAIRINGS

f1 or rrrrr re fine
I products.

FOREMOST GOLDEN STATE

Thi.

.ale at the Welidell 1.1
!

Thc’’-’ester’s aetivities will in-.’ .c.itional archery Tiles, held hockey Wednesi-edurational
modern
’A. cc.alay at 7 p.m.: turn .
noel apparatus Thursday at
130: competitive swimming arid
diving Thursday at 430 and val.

.
the Script Wordmaster’refill has
enough left for a term paper

les 1’all Tuesday and Thursday at
7 p
Activities begin next Monday.
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P E I 2A--13.ginn.r.g lo.i;vi-all (Co-ed)
P.E. 12B-Interrn-i, lie V11L11. (Coed)
Wrestling
P.E. 16A-Be5,
it.. Wrestling
P.E. 1613-Inter.,
P.E. 178-Inte,. .-1 in Eio.;e9
. ’inns (Co eel)
PE t8A-Bnu
Badminton
P E 21A-Beq r..
P.E. 2213-Intermediate (>oir 1Coed)
P.E. 34A-Beginn n3 Tract (Co-ed)
Pt. 4i--Inf4iViclu.11 Piugf,11
Phys. SCJ 20A-P..n. of PAT.. Sci. (Lec
Phys. Sci 20A-Prin. of Phys. Sc1. (Lob.)

Page It
2:30 Kotai
10:30 MW
10 30 MW
10 30 TTI,
II -30 TM
11 30, I 10 TAW
I 30 114.
10-30 MW
11:30 MW
1,30 MW
810 MW: 10:30, 12.30 TTh
II 301. 730, 1130W: 2:30 Th;
7 30 10 30 F
1 :0 MWF: 9-30, 11:30, 1k 1) 3:
10 30. 2.30 M; 2,30, 12.301; 1110
2:30W: 11:30 Th; 1130, 2.30 F
7 00 p.m. MTW
7 30 TTI,
7:30. 9.30 W: 7:30, 9:30 F
i0,30 MW
2.10 W
30114.
2:30 Th
10-30 M: 1W05
7 00 P.1.- MW
7 30 MWF
I I 30M: 810 730W. 2 30 T
11 30 MWF
7.30 8.1
12.30 TTh
2 30 W
7.30. 9-30, 11:30 MWF: 3,30 111s
7.70 TTh
8 10 12,30, 2.30 MW: 1230 TTh
7,00 p.m. MT
8.30, 3:30 MW 7.30 1730 230 TTI,
8:30. 11:30, 2 30 M. 10 30 1- 0 30,
11 30 W: 730, 10:30. 2301k
8.30 TTh
8:30 M: 10:301: 2-30W. 8 30 F

Phys. Sci. 208-Prin. of Phys. Sci. (Lee )
Phys. Sci. 208-Prin. of Phys. Sci. (Lab.)
Phys. Sci. 208-P.m. of Phys. Sci. (Lab.)
Phys Sc.. 30-Phys. Sci. (Lac.)
Phys. Sc,. 30-Ph4s Sc.:. (Lab.)
Phys. Sci. S0ASo.ua & Inquiry (Lec )
8 Inquiry (Lab.)
Phys. 501. SOA-S
Phys. Sci. SOB--Struc. & Inquiry Rec.1
Phys. Sci. 5011-Struc. & Inquiry (Lab )
Physics 2A-General Physics (Lab.)
Phys.ct 2A-General Physcs (Lec.)
Phy,cs 28-General Physics (Let.)
Physics 28-General Physics (Lab.)
Physics 51-Gneral Physics (Lec.)
Physics SI-General Phys;cs (Lab.)
Physics 60A-Elernentary Physics (Lec )
Physics 60A-Elementvy Physics (Lab.)
ltmadial EnglIsh
Remedial Math.
Remedial Reading
Remedial Reading
Sci. Ed. 10A-Natural Sc1once Roc )
So.1. Ed. 10A -Natural Science (lab.)
Sci. Ed. 108 -Natural Science (Lec.)
Sci. Ed. 108-Natural Science (Lab)
Sci. Ed. 120-Natural Science For
Transfer Students (Lec.)
Sci. Ed, 120-Natural Science for
Transfer Students (Lab.)
Sci. Ed. 202 -Graduate Studies in
Sc;. Ed. (Phys. Sci. Area)
Sci. Ed. 208-Man’s Adiutment to
Environment

12.30 MW
1-30 NA 2.30 T
7.00 p.m. TN
7:00 p.m. AA
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. . ....
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I. I.
1 s I.: II
Salinas M ets
San Jose Bees
Santa Clara Broncos
San Jose Spartans
1; (t1, 1’
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Nine Hole, Eighteen Hole Practice Ranges, Miniature (Choice of 18 Courses)
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I I.: 7.,
Choice of 22 Indoor & Drive In Theatres
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1 NI NI 1.
H 1.:
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1
’11
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1 11 I. 1
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1., NI
\
1 11 1
I’ It K
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Santa Clara University, Alameda State College
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1{ / I. I.
K 1 ’I I \
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11 11 A I. I \
.
Choice of 17 Recreation Centers
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11
N I. NI I
II I
1. It
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1 1:1\
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’1 1 \
It It
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\ l 1..1 11
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. ....
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I’ II 1
\ It: SS INsTlil I: T 1 II \ .....
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1 1 NI I \
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1 \
1
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$
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$
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ROBERTS BOOK CO.
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Just off San Carlos

(Note: page 45 - $2.50 Football ticket good also for
complete admission to San Jose State -Stanford game - Sept. 21st.)
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Force Stanford To Throw

Stopping Tribe Rushes Could Give SJS Win Titchenal
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depth in the 11114.
Firsd-string (19621 guard Fred
t:ngel. 2110-imaund junior college
transfer Brent Kerry and ;35 sophomore Jim Porter, both
tackles, and all three counted
upon ha-atsil tat twet-up the interior line, called it quits after
last spring.

With Inese three aaerating ian
To compensate for the three ..a..!(ie sweeps. the option play be- cancies. Titchenal has moved Lar...,n.al anal the la Hansen from tackle ta, ealaral
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Howard’s
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Holland, now up to 2.35 pounds, is
the front-runner at tight end.
At center are two good ones,
Bolt Kroll anti Steve Mumma, 1-2
in that order. Kroll 42151. an Oakland City College import, could develop into a real sparkplug in the
SJS defense
The only line injuries, as of Monday, are Holland and tackle Don
Anderson 1240a, both with pulled
AIM,. Lowry is surprisingly I hamstring muscles. Titchenal exlast :at ILI pounds, when he’s
pects both to be ready by Saturatomll at that weight. Howe% er.
day
Nfilo is a lous.lt, 263, and has
Ralston has his liae lighter
anal faster thin year titer last,
been tor some time.
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it is moved ahead of injured Harry
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i

,

1
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Was a 205. toms Hansen at :tart 411
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Carter ha, capable recekers ia
Johnson, the starting flanker back.
who led all Spartan receivers with
23 catches for 352 yank last year.
, ROberts is especially dangerous if
given the littlest running room
Kellogg. a spring standout. I 1.alaCollett.) has a gimpy leg and
hasia.
his full effeetheneso. for Satur- elect by Titchenal
best hands of any end
day Is doubtful. With any key
since coming to San Jose a I
block% at all, he tar Roberts,
Keeping Stanford as (11.41111
could skin the Indians ails,- on
100Assi... in its oun territory a ill
kitk(aff or paint returns. The taso
Ise junior painter Rob Paterson,
running backs elan go at a "lickarils per
atlio 35 e raged 40.14
ety-tiplit" pace.
hoot land year. In game Jape
Titchenal hopes to give Stanford
Monday.
condit
Paterson
chills with an evenly -balanced
was booming the ball III Yar41.1
passing and ground attack. Rand
with regularity.
Carter, who threw the pigskin at
The difference in winning may
a 53 per cent clip last fall, will be
’No. 1 quarterback again this year. , rest on the squat shoulders of
The Rifle." Carter 220-pound Rich Talley, SJS kickNicknamed
had a 15 for 20 day against Cali- ing specialist. The sophitinoil V. :as
fornia in 1962. With any repeat of 23 out of 24 on PAT kicks at Fulthat performance, the Spartans lerton J.0 last year and has a
could engineer their taird win over field goal range 40 yards a,..% ay
from the goalpost.
their cross -Peninsula rivals.
ping behemoths, the Spartans will
try to gauge some porous holes,
through the likes of Roberts, Jerry
Collett.) and fullbacks Herb Engel
12001 and sophomore Charley liarraway 12201 can scamper.
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I’ 13
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Lest practice session. San Jose than last year’s turnout, will lock
t)a- been drilling daily at horns in tomterow’s first freshman
p ! at Spartan Stadium for football scrimmage of the year
I v.....kend’s match,
SPECIAL
at the practice field, adjacent to
--1,ting Menendez with the Spartan stadium.
STUDENTS’ DINNER
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s
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_
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All varsity basketball
y ear. The Spartans have a a
(sorted team this year with 12 dates must sign up in MG201 today at 3:30 p.m., according to
,: men returning,
0
POU
a .or Dave Kingsley and junior ’assistant coach Dan Glint’s. Fresh11
:. Kaarbos have been named co- man hoopsters reported yesterday.
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Welcome S. J. State!
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when Cactus Jark Curtiee ttaa
head twin on The Farm. E%en
with the "slenderella’s" on hand.
Stanford is still big up truant and
will have to be reckoned with.
Mary Harris, at 217. is an All Coast center.
Patitucci
Frank
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Hildebrand 16-5, 235t big and experienced at tackle and Chuck
Hartwig
12231,
Jack Chapple
1215/. Frank Dubofsky 12121, Bob
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an the Tribe forward wall.
Somewhere between these strap-

I iner-lea’s ;last Beautiful 110 bola

basketball Signups

,.:.s

C
jar(
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so. Markel
(:) 7-201)2

BOOKS
"We Have Many
Now, We Had
Not Earlier"

SHIPMENTS
ARRIVING DAILY

hopes will eventually trim his
,yeariings Into threw vorking
units.
The immediate picture: strong
’ at fullback, promising in the line.
a real battle at quarterback and
a schedule more "relaxing" than
last year’s.
Rellarmlne’s
Bill
Morrisroe
(190) and (’ampbell’s Mike Spitzer (212) are solid fullback
prospects. as Is Larry Meyers
(1851. Rick Gaul, Ray Riatett
and filiu.kford’s Rick Stein arttile quarterback candidates.

GUYS AND GALS! COME IN AND
TASTE ARCHIE’S SCRUMPTIOUS FOOD!
This Week’s Special . . .
(Students On I

NEW YORK or
TOP SIRLOIN DINNER
Re9,,ledy 11.80

Regularly $ 149

Bring A Date or Join the Crowd at

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
(
.101/.11

The line material is thin, bait
beefy, as tackles Roy Hall 12251,
Chuck Gillinghan 1235, and Bruce
"fiche 1225 of Leigh High would
indicate.

ART MAJORS

Mike Nishio 15-4, 1541, I.con
lierzog 15-7,195, and Gary Step;Lasky ’185, head a "blocky"
halfback picture. Chuck Elder and
Les Davis are assisting Jones this
year.

SAVE TIME

Harriers Hold
’Spirited’ Drill

At San Jose Paint, a complete
professional art supply store.
Save time by. being sfrvetl by
irofessimial people.

"We had our moat spirited
workout yet." said cross country
Coach Dean Miller, in reference
it, Monday’s session at the S.IS
I tour-mile course.
"We are running two-a-day drill for the first time in school history," he said. Miller’s erew warm.
up at 7 a.m. and works a sweat
at 3 p.m.
Varsity candidates are pointing
,ia the annual Watermelon Run
Friday: when the find seven finishers will comprise the Spartan
entourage to the Long Beach State
Invitational.
Both freshmen and varsity harriers will soon he running 9()
week
miles

Art & Drafting
Supplies
QI

It

2 out of 3 students
get better grades
after
haircuts
at

’Right on Campus"

LOCATIONS

in .2 AMM111 b=1MISIOIM..=....,

ATTENTION:

Good-looking line candidates are
Ed Schaffer 121131, Fred Prosso
and Frank Panghorn 1200i. At
the ends, Jones has fain Buckingham, one of Northern California’,
top pass receivers last year and
Lawrence
,11I -State
Utah
end
liunsaker.

TWO

Free Parking

545 So. 2nd St.

%locks of all requIrM art supplies.
thir trained, esperienced clerk Is
l’a,r fast sirs lee
ha %I. eirmplet
Nita, each 1.1101314. requires. Get off to
the right start! Purchase
our an
supplies tr
Man Jose Paint, the
professional art store!

LEN & AL’S
BARBER SHOP

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

$115

Dinner Steak

AN jet 14:1114

--

318 S. 10th
480 S. 10th

112 S. 2nd Street

"Everything for the Artrd"
IPS Fs, irrT rsulfs fry
studyinca SNU opt1t-ng your
at
en BAl
d00001101810000000enretreel
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’Cream’ Settles (Judo Team
Intramurals
Need
Starts Class
In Poloist Li neu P After Tour Referees, Players
Jral,.ge Coast I "liege and
fr
ity MIKE Miltril I If
Frank Barnes of Pierre .14’ are
1:11111 IS start .1111. C1111111 III III(
top in varsity holding down the front three
to biter to the
positions.
this week.
workouts
polo
Walton plans a controlled ofsix
sifted
has
Walton
,aeh Lee
fense to offset the liwk ot speed in
into the starting team, in- this year’s lineup and
take ail imores and three
: rat tvoi s
...r college transfers.
,air six best
The VIater POO Millie& are In
-We want to get
the same
fine shape, but f’114111-il 1.1.1. Wal,ns’s in the pool at
ton Is on crutches.
he emphasized.
year’s frosh
’fay Arsesim, last
VIP crutches help support a
Douglas
...Mug leader, (*hurtle
bandaged left foot. Injured when
Walton Milk a header is lull..
water skiing mer the aeekend.
Ile caught the ImIl id his foot
tin the steel miner of the ski
and 15 stitches wire required to
close the wound.

Spartababes Have
Enviable Problem;
Lots of Talent
..i,,,,,..,%.,.fr,10

vantage of the increased scoring
team is ability of his squad.
"We are switching to a new
-rag- from a severe attack of
three-man break offense, with
three guards and three forwards.
-A, Lee Walton corralled ill good
shots, making runs," he
the
during
All-Americans
A rit,p
commented.
trying
months
liMr114.1*
A,Atat
Transfer Jim Adams, sophotip uith a winning cornmore Bill Parker and senior
oran.
Herm Kadloff round out the
,I- succeeded in grabbing off
back three with Bob Howse,
prize plum on the southern
handling the goalie duties.
,lornia circuit, Jack Likins of
The Spartan aquanauts lost val;Airs! High. I Akins, a hefty 1K5
Alder, carries his own in the uable experience when Pete SagAtari pool during workouts with ues, a three-year veteran, and AllAmerican swimmer with Coach
A ., kabbed were Gary Fitchen, Tom O’Neill’s mermen, quit the
nuekingharn and Garth Ru- squad for personal reasons.
th, latter a graduate of San
Walton said that the squad will
tnuel Ayer High.
be hurting in the speed departa hreaststn)ker, is heas a goalie.
.-,, Pyle, Kevin Currlin, and
cotter round out Walton’s
Ae.ven
The Spartahabes will use a got-, utilize their speed
tential, according to
be swimming all

ment now that Sagues is gone.
The varsity has been scrimmaging the fnish in preparation for
their home opener against Fisit hill JC on Sept. 27.
Jim M11111/44-esi Austin Wiswell
and John Ilenry are helping
Walton in applying individual attention to freshman and 1,1irsity
crews in practice.

.;, I- much faster than
The Pioneer Wafer Polo Carni,, on which won 19 and
vet
val, slated for Saturday, has been
.! three, Walton chirped.
Pight now they can out race cancelled because of a scheduling
- varsity in sprints," he added, mixup, according to tournament
officials.

San

I.. i

,
k
11111rai iii
. I I
(;;,,,, N1,011.- h.,
it out an .ippeat
oni and Kay Yamasaki returned to
tett In referecing toueti
..1!
classes today along with the rest 1)4111 giones
of the Spartan leam who reeently at Ilie Nip?,
Noromi.

eolltlilettd
Iii iii.

a

hior

if

Japan

r

mid

Kickoff Luncheon
Features Coaches

Sli:111 an ILO., coach Y, .’;h I.tchida
arcompanied the team on
Ill I
111111.1
ill!, iiiiiiliing duties today and Will.
I
corned by a
judoists in hi, cieed beginner’s
The third annual San Jose State
class.
"Kick -In.!’ Luncheon." featuring
Tokyo was the first stop VII
John lialston and Hob
the tour utile!’ 1.1111111 in Illatkaii.
will
open to till facTile tem.. spent tso iii.’,’, at ,111 ,,, .i nd students today at the
Keio
Mill fought a
tIardens at 12 noon.
return match sill Ii the .1apan
1,
san
mere,a-y.
squad.
’
.ports editor. will head a
Kit’,
II Ill Sidi
p.,t.iI .4 local ;,port.aa :Atm. which
last ’,I’M,while low MI- the
query Stanford’s Ralston and
United
-,tatc,-Spartan
’ the Spartans"ritchenal on Sahirthen hatileil Ilakuhodii Atherlis- day’s opener between the tv.,,
p n y, the
ing (
ial
League champions.
.1
1- ,ire $2 and can Ii,’purl/tiring the following week the
door
tacSan Jose grop
u spew
0:ire it
’hose
irig the sights in Tob..,
I,emg adinitii-il
’’:1.710.
moving on to south, -in Japan
Part of the team a ent to Okayama, "nh.ter city" of San Jose,
while the remainder of the squad
joined forces alth a group a!
fareign judoists to fight a Japanese team in Niigata.
Okayama’.
tale champion
fought San his.. while the res,
of the team was in Niigata. Vi San Jose squad received a warn,
welcome from the Japanese pei,
pie and lived viith
r11
EP,
during their sta.
Osaka was the next
the Spartan team visited
traveling on to Kyoto and
’renri University hatIlml th, Sid]
Jose team in another. judo match
while the team Mad.’ ii IWO-day
Si? 10 the institution.
.1tter two days at Tenri
versitY,, the squad returned to
Tokyo by train and fought Meji
11’nlverity before flying to Haaaii. There, thi .%iiiiirican team
haul an evillibt
Ike
Ifitaailan All -Stars and then
llll
journeyed

Inust atte,.
ineg Itch!
.0,
aro!
NI(;2fil

21

’Ian Jose lia a %iiriels
66 ll up in ...member
and lielober for its
’Firm+ football, tenni,, toile% hall (la. man) Mill
de
raving %Lill highlight the fortis earning actikitlen,
I

111.
I

’ t "11 (1"
!whip, 1,
!
tire l’""’

4, ;Ind

l,PItTAN

BASEBALL STANDINGS
I

NAIICiNAL LEAGUE
W l
PCT
Los Argerles
93 59 612
St Lours
91 63 .591
’,IANTS
13 69 546
Ph1ludelshie
80 71 526
’....nc,nnati
lii 73 526
1u1.1reaulme
80 73
523
’..k,cago
76 77 497
,,,ttsburgh
72 80 474
Houston
85 94 182
New York
49 103 .322
TUESDAY’S RESULTS
Los Aniples 4. St. Louis C
GIANTS I I Milwaukee 3
Ca.cago 3-3 P1Itsburgh 1.4
Ph Iscludoh,o 8 New Yuri 6
C,en.nne. 4 Houston 3

AMERICAN LEAGUE
W l
PCT GB
New York
100 53 654
86 65 170 I.
Chicago
86 67 562 14
Minnesot
79 72 521 ;
Beltleu,re
74 77 490 1.
Lretrcut
73 80 .477 2/
Boston
474 3r
73 111
Cleveland
Kansas C,ty
68 83 .450 3,
Los Ancplas
68 84 .447 ’I’
Wshington
53 98 .351 46
TUESDAY S RESULTS
Clevisland 3, New York 2 110 a, .
Minninsot 3. Detroit 1
Chicogo 2. lotion I
Knsas City 4 Wish. 3 110 ,nn
Balt. at L.A. 12 garnet ppd. run,

Gli
3
10
II
13
131/2
17,4
21
35
44

_
ti m1 freshman golf
are requested la hi,il hi ligeei log ill 14 (.1111
il 3:311 p.m. I riaeli 4IerrN %room
will he an hand La start plunn
for tlw 1964 neuron.
rsit s

Spec.11 Student Rates

TYPEWRITERS
Pr.nta

Ii

I

fra,,

Crew and V Neck
SWEATERS

I

12.95
ral
I/1

I,. , 1.0111111i
All

I

f :i:,

thu

Ayr)

Vaughn’s

II

I

ufat
121

ill Ii lift li

’mired to ’ii. -’mutt a nieenln,..,
2-1 at I ’,41
Ili
in M(;201 ’I
calaains till. II iii

rr
SI

Nye

S. 4111 St.

asktsl

DELICIOUS

CHAR-BROILED BURGERS
(all

with lettuce & tomato)

Regular
-e-aole
1.11orkburger
11.111
’II,. Steaklimg.
1 1,11411 11..11
’ Ill. tAtra Loge
I

ho-lier

FRENCH FRIES
.15
SHAKES
.25
CHICKEN, SHRIMP, RIB EYE STEAK SANDWICHES

BIG BEN
460 E. WILLIAM
TELEPHONE ORDER 294-8344
I It. Ri,t
Llsvt4 lisTo I
lien, I. or Ihe nest

Trolgc:EGULAR

BOOKS OUT OF STOCK ARRIVING DAILY
REFI ND l’01.111:1
Full refund with receipt
during first two weeks of scl

I

We carry a complete I illf af art,
engineering and general ,c1.04.1 nIh tutu

STORE HOURS
I it -I week 4.1 .4.1 I: 7:30 am. 111 Day Saturday

’1:00 it tit

BOOK
COMPANY
CALIFORNIA
134 EAST SAN FERNANDO
II kl,F BLOCK

f,1

MODERN OFFICE
MACHINES CO.
124 L
er
er do
293.5283

USED BOOKS
STILL AVAILABLE

25% ()FT

2)%71 I

r1{011 (AMITS

8.41
ridirgiate

Small Vehicle
Drivers Beware!

’’.-pt 15 1o0.’.

AWS Meeting For Saturday’s Opener
Election, Student Activities
Rally Committee Sets R Ily,
Brings Forth
Boards List New Officers
Year’s Plans Card Stunts for Clash
Student appouitincet. h h.f. been
the ;
and
- :.nt .%
ie. ilia’
.rig on
secretary : Harold
, I
liaaker ehairman:
,-1,;,. ,;
Rauh.
tie)’,
Frank liardsley. iind Sue Stacks.
mistr.1,.,..
Th. b.,

bers-at-larze The new advisor e
!iica Romin.
Appointinenb; for the CORIMUnItY Service Committee, the InterCultural Steering Committee. and
the Art Plannin: Committee will
Ilext
he
he announce! a ’thin
three weeks.

SJS Students
To Study Abroad
1,,j,

S.H

frit-. departments. including Engmana._,’. Karen II
bulletin tinrit
lish. 1’ ’reign languages. physics.
re..irding .’r .’.:’\ Larr.) political science and sociology, will
ser and Cliff Gut terrnan. mem- study at foreign institutions this
year
Trio students’ host schools int:i,i, the Free University of Her h. Innersity of Madrid. Uni,.ersity of Aix and the
I
School at the University of
NeSent.in I PI/

Spartaguide

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!
,r_OsiEN S APPROVED HOUSING

HELP WANTED

TRANSPORTATION
R de /- ddr, VVentoi.
"-04.p.

FOR SALE
DELUXE POCKET PRINTER.

ENT WANTED
HOUSING

AUTOMOTIVE

APT -

Union Discussed
At Council Today

.ESPA

.;

SERVICES

Irma P tge I }

AUTO IN:
ANNOUNCEMENTS

’Ann
2
S

?

PERSONALS
h.e

?

-a-.

Roo,-

I iF:,=.1

R00+.4 A -E
TO PLACE AN AD:
Cell as Spersan Deily Ad Office
w.th Check or Money Ordr
No Phone Orders
.1207 I 34 Di or

NENE:’
APF, .1 ^,
Cor,1,-

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

To buy. rent, or sell a cymbidium, a Didus ineptus, a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send it with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, San
Jose State College, San Jose 14. California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publication.
Check a Clat.:ification:
A nnnnn cements
Automotive
Prost your od here:

Suggestions for new activities
and plans for traditional ones took ,
precedence at yesterday’s first Associated Women Student’s meeting. brought to order by President ;
Arlene D’Arcy.
AV.’S meetings open to all women students will be held this year
eyery other Tuesday in the College Umon. Beginning next Tuesday will be a hi -monthly meeting
of the executive officers and committee chairman.
Dean of Women Cornelia A
Tomes will be honored next Thursday afternoon at an AWS sponsored student -faculty tea.
Also in the future are plans to
rent two televisions to set in the
cafeteria for student viewing of
this year’s World Series. AWS ;ietivities calendars which have !wen
on sale in Spartan Bookstore and
at the Student Affairs Busines.
I Office. 191, will he reordered,
the first 4.000 calendars ha ..
nearly been sold.
Christmas tree lighting cerenn,,i.ies this year will for the first time
he taken over by AWS members.
A thirty-foot tree will be placed
on the roof of the engineering
building. for the traditional ceremony. Plans are also being made
tor the annual holiday season decorating of living center front door
which is judged by San Jose 1-114.1’.
chants.
Friday. April 10, the Civic Auditorium has been rented for Sparta
Sings. Suggestions came from the
tloor concerning faculty talks at
ne living centers, and living cen’er representation in a special
AWS newsletter published bv and
for the women at San Jose State.

Rusin, so Services’ ’ Instruction
, Mrchondis
, Housing

_ ___

-----

--

_

i’.4)". li lessen end ;paces for Each Line)

re.entative elections and changes
in rules and procedures will he
’Welded at the meeting in the
ttoricil chambers in the College
’nein.
However. Larson will discuss the
letter of reply from the chancellorss staff to the council inquiring, about the proposed union.
We feel," Larson said. "that %v..
have answered most of the q
’1011S..
Larson added. "The Chancel!,
Staff will make recommendati.i.
,t the next State 130ahr/ of Tr

1s.
.111
If you are a student who has ’plans for the card stunt des;:i...
plenty of school spirit likes to to he set up for the Kansas State .a sub-eon-1mM, ri iin
to
lip.11
yell, and has a white shirt, then game Sept. 28, which is the first
no
you are eligible for the Rally Com- home game. Final arrangements thos, students all s re iniere:ted
mittee which will meet today at will be finished for the Stanford in plans-ling publieity stonts ;int!
330 in E132.
, gags. polilieity picto,.. biking and
game this Saturday.
The rally which was scheduled
art ssork. and behind the scenes
STUDENT PATROL
for tomorrow night in the Art
work.
iganizaThe instruction and.
Quad has been canceled because
Mike Freed committee chairtion of the first card section stuof night classes.
man. will glue information of the
dent patrol, whose function will
Friday will he the first Rally, be to police the card section at Rally Commit te,,,, unpuctaie.,, and
Day to start the tradition of every the football games, will also he 1 he pall ,11,,lent,.. can play in
Friday as Rally Day. The yell planned at the meeting. Everyone keeping qie. Spartan "t’ ii
leaders and song girls will be in- must wear white to sit in thi
troduced there. The time and place card section and the pattollers ssw
will be announced in Friday’s be watching for this.
paper.
Also tO be discussed :it tia
Today’s first mass meeting of meeting will be info rmatio n
the Rally Committee will include sign-ups for the Secrit
Committee, which is a
of secrei members wh,i
role of Spardi.

Low Bids
Accumulate
High Total

EngEsh Ecc!f, Sets
Are Cer.ri Sent
To S.IS !!’7art

l’
Sillt-COMIHITTEE
e
Sign -ills for su b-cniitt...
om
rallies will also he taken al
.g
nifirst
tee
m’’of
iiithr,
plans
The

’

Page I)

herr illegal it:n.141714
iolerated will lie paint,
will rv,t
i"I red the bulletin Atated.
In cooperation with the San Jose
Department of Public Works. the
Ptiliee Itepartment also reks,..isl
a street cleaning schedule prn.
hinting parking (aernight on eer.
Iron nights.
’rho same schedule initiate! in
F11111/aly: 1963. is in effect.
Parking is prohibited on the
west side of Ninth Street and the
east side of 10th Street bet..keen
Santa Clara and Reed -,1,,
!:en
midnight to 6 a.m, on th,
ii!
:ire’ fourth Tuesdays
. .:Ith. Parking also is prol
the east side of Ninth ,. ,.et
i the went ,ifie of 10th t’’reet
Santa Clara anti Reel
at the same hours on sec.
fourth Wednesdays of
e int h.
; . telling the prohibiter!
,,king hours have been posiod
All,

us

Job Interviews

tor the
’I te
W111,1::,
,yinent
sub-committees include workin.
i
NIonday, areor"lin !
on the preparations for the niel,1
.J!
1,41bliSItleSS al. ,t
rally before the Kansas State
\1’
I n
II
the
game. Other rallies will
11
Low bids totaling nearly $2 mil- Homecoming bonfire rally night Ito
lion hae been submitted for work dances and pre-game rallies bit.
contracts on the SJS DCW classIt/rm 011
room building program.
One building, located on Sae
Approved Hall for Girls
Carlos Street west of the Educa345 E. WILLIAM
tion Building will contain the
Math. AFROTC, AROTC. and PoFat a -Jcancies
lice departments.
’rho appearance
Work for port room & board
Lovi bidder was Guy F. Atkinson Masursky of the l’1,,ten $350 for commuters
Co. of South San Francis’’.
Geological survey highlights the
Term contracts for pledcy s
51K! million for general v
fall semester of activities stile!.
George H. Wilson Inc. of Santa uled by the Geology Chili of 5.1:,
Student RA needed
Cruz bid $222.860 for heating, the
Dr. Masursky, whose topic v.
Ecco-Phoenix Electrical Corp of be the geology of the moon ,
San Carlos, $213,0997, for electrical speak to the club or,
work and E. H. Morrill Co. of BerThe first general
HEADQUARTERS FOR
keley. 664,870 for the plumbing.
group is set for Sept. 11, at
$2.68 million has been set aside mm.
LEVI’S CASUALS.
for construction of the five-story
The room for the me
buildinz,. It is designed to include not available to the sp ;
_ Win" mm/men’ ui
trms. hip
faculty and administrative offices at press time. but A nine-hundred seat residence find out from S26,1
LEVIS’S SLIM FITS
hall cafeteria is planned for conAlso tentatively scheduler!
struction on San Carlos between ’pear this semester are It.
Eighth and Ninth sts. It will be Coleman from the US Ge...
54 95
two stories, with kitchen on the survey, who will
LEVI S COTVL
the 1. I
first floor and dining area on the siscan -Knoxville ! . atinn,
$6.95
LEVI S STAGS
second.
,.
$7.95
California on
ROYAL ORtZZLY
LI:VI
The State of California Public Brabh. another . .
Works Board is considering the de- I the U.S. Geologic:.:
signs submitted and with approval.; ing on job
the administration will progress to field of geology; and
T
cHAPGE ACCOUNTS ,SUIT:D
working drawings.
I Compton of Stanford
114-,
4,d
J. s
who will lecture on the cry
S.01

.1

1.11 ’’’sr’s

SJS Geology Club
Hosts Dr. Masursky

4"

oppor,

Therapy Students
Will Get Badges

rocks of the California Coast I .
I ges on Dec. 11.
, Dr. Masursky has Iron
II
I on geologic mapping
Ladges
presentel to the and has constructed
senior occupational therapy stud- of ,the lunar
president went on to ents recognizing their class stand -1 ; F
e are optimistic and see ing and work with their first pa- ’Net "
no reason why it should not pass tient by the Occupational Therapy; trip to
the board. To OM’ knowledge. it’s club today at 9:30 in Illi301, ac- ’ t’) c14 -’et
:early to go."
cording to Linda St ukey, %lee erals and rocks.
A committee from San Jose
State College comprised of LarPisano. Dr, Dwight Bente’.
’hnh’7,11
of the rtomrnitteri and
Journalism and Adi,ihtrn(111. rind (;1’,’
’’,i1T11,,n ’,liege !arsine- .
; a... .. ,k, nef,n,sar!,
.
tire enanr,nni..
:raft Ft’In., in lie Angeles
If the hoard of tronlees
pros - staff’s recommendat,..
then SJS v.ill conduct a snide;
election to finance the col,,..
:nion.
Larson said that the spetha I It,
O
set lot’ a retirepient jfl

(Continued I

warmisvin.i.sdraffAMIRIESIWIPT

president of the group.
A potluck supper will follow at
Is’
if

Interviews Slated
For Spartacamp

fs;

%leas will be held Sept. :,0 and
(
1.
Snarl :vamp, formerly a leadership training situation ram. is a
"discussion ramp." According to
Jack Watts. A511 informatim officer. campers pick a problem con’It, ’,eine!i also aall examine taining sorrie sense of sailie and
.,.,rvailtim planning and a visit - diseuss it thoroughly.
’’’’’’’’’’’’’.’at-y, during the
APPlwations ran IN’ /11,1’,.’i lip ,
rr:on

Pqn Ad For 2/3/4/5 Days (Circle One)
_ _ Check No.

REGULAR BURGERS

lern
Add411
rO,Im

City

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Two lines
One time

One time
50c a lino

$1.00
2 lines
.
1.50
es
4_
lines
_ 2.00
2.50
5 lines

I3 !es’

Add this
amount for
each addfl lire

.50

Three times
25s a line

Five times
214 a lino

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

.75

1.00

_
For display advertising rates. call CY 44414. Ext. 2011.
from 1.20 to 4:20. Monday through Friday.

FRESH GROUND MEAT USED EXCLUSIVELY

HOLIDAY

15c

BURGERS

4th & Sin FernAnrio

MENNEN SPRAY DE.ODORANT Best deodorant a man can use For
two good man’s reasons
1. Mennen Spray gets through to the skin where a man perspires
2 Mennen Spray is concentralerl. Delivers three times the anti
rerspirant power of any other leading men’s deodorant.
Mennen Spray Deodorant ... in the handy squeeze bottle. Try it.

Et

